A.S. funds face cut if voluntary fee passed
By Gail Shiomoto
An assembly bill which could
jeopardize the continuation of instructionally related and A.S. funded
activities by making the payment of
student body fees voluntary on an individual basis will be heard today by
the Assembly Committee on Education.
Assembly Bill 159, authored by
,.ssemblyman Ray E. Johnson, RChico, proposes to abolish the now
mandatory $10 student body fee paid
each semester by full-time students in
the California University and Colleges
system.
According to Dorothy Kaney,
Johnson’s administrative assistant, the
bill originated last year after seven
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’Disbar
Agnew’,
urges panel
From the Associated Press
ANNAP01...S, Md.
A panel of
judges yesterday said that former Vice
President Sniro Agnew is unfit to
practice law and should be disbarred
because of deceitful and dishonest
conduct.
In a rt commendation to the
Maryland Court of Appeals, the special
three-judge panel said Agnew "has
admitted his guilt to a crime involving
moral turpitude." The recommendation resulted from disciplinary
proceedings brought by the Maryland
Bar Association after Agnew resigned
as Vice Fresident and pleaded no
contest Oct 10 to a federal income tax
evasion clu,rge.
In their decision, the judges stated
that Agneu’s "conduct, characterized
as it must be as dishonest, strikes at the
heart of the basic object of the legal
profession.’ Agnew had no comment
following the panel’s report.
Earlier, Agnew had sought a temporary suspension from practicing law
and had requested the panel to
recommend suspension rather than
disbarment.
The final decision on whether to
suspend, disbar, or reprimand the
former Maryland governor will be
made by thc Court of Appeals, the
highest court in the state. In the past,
recommendations for disbarring a
lawyer have been approved by the high
court.

S.J. eyes
convention
center
By Bob Piombo
The City of San Jose is planning to
build a $2.4 million convention center to
be located next to the civic auditorium.
The city council hopes to attract a
tourist trade with the center.
Councilman Joe Colla called the
convention center a must in revitalizing
the downtown area. He said the project
will compliment two new hotels to be
built in that area: the LeBaron and the
Holiday Inn.
"We used to be a good tourist community, but that’s gone by the
wayside," he said. "And we have to
revitalize the business section."
Councilman Jim Self said the money
brought by convention business is
"unbelievable."
"Since the center will be built
downtown, we will be able to utilize the
Civic Auditorium, McCabe Hall, the
new Holiday Inn and the downtown
area," Self said.
Self, Naylor and Colla all agree that
the center could also help provide jobs
for unskilled laborers through the
center itself and offshoot businesses
such as hotels and restaurants.
Self, however, is concerned with the
parking situation.
(Environmental
EPA
"The
Protection Agengy ) has backed off on
their parking requirements for a year,
but we still have to set up alternative
parking plans," he said.
"I don’t want concrete garages that’ll
ae obsolete in a few years," he explained. Self said he would prefer a
periferal parking set where people use
shuttle bus services to transport them
from outlying parking areas.
Both Naylor and Colla disagree with
Self on that point.
"I’ve never seen a peripheral parking
system that worked," Naylor claimed.
"People will park where it’s most
convenient. We need a workable
alternate, and not just take the
automobile away."
Naylor also said the tourists will pay
for the garages. "Garages are money
makers," he explained.
The building of the convention center
will be delayed somewhat because of an
engineer’s report still being drawn up
concerning a parking garage to be
located under the center.

members of Chico State University’s
student government sent $1,200 in
student budgeted funds to aid the
rebuilding of a hospital in Vietnam.
Students disagreeing with this use of
A.S. funds voiced complaints with
Johnson’s office, prompting Johnson to
author a bill which "would force
student body organizations to shape up
and offer programs which the students
want," she said.
Rick Marks, A.S. vice president, said,
"If students knew what they’re getting
for their money, we’d probably receive
a sizable amount of voluntary funding
to allocate to different activities and
services." However, he doubted if most
students know what the A.S. provides.

Marks: ’Doubt if most students
know what A.S. provides’
Activities funded by the $10 A.S. fee
currently include instructionally
related activities under the athletics,
drama, communications media and
music departments as well as the A.S.
Program Board, Birth Control Clinic,
Experimental College, Consumer
Switchboard, day care center, legal aid
service, environmental information
center, housing office and the A.S.
Planning Agency.

However, if the bill if passed by the
majority of the legislature, activities
will be erratic, explained Stephanie
Dean, executive assistant to A.S.
President Rudi I.eonardi.
"It will be hard for the council to
project a budget for the following year
if we won’t even know how much money
will be coming in until registration
time," she said.
"It’s going to play havoc with the

budget procedure."
Dave Pacheco, A.S. treasurer, added
the council allocates about $450,000 a
year to different groups and activities
the preceding spring semester.
However, if the bill passes, emergency
procedures will have to be established,
such as a percentage slash across-theboard or priority judgments.
One of the faults of the bill is its lack
of a provision of alternative funding,
state or otherwise, to make up for any
deficits which inadequate voluntary
funding could create, Dean explained.
And in speaking to Assemblyman
John Vasconcellos, D-San Jose, and
Assembly Speaker Bob Moretti, Dean
discovered that this fault will probably

cause the bill to die in the legislature.
Leonardi said the California State
Universities and Colleges Student
Presidents Association has gone down
in record as "vehemently opposing"
the bill.
Kaney explained the bill was
rescheduled because of requests made
to Johnson that the hearing be postponed until input about possible
amendments could be received by
university presidents.
However, Dean said that Moretti
advised them to refrain from giving
any input, "since the more palatable
the bill is made, the more of a chance it
could pass in the legislature."
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For extracurricular complaints

Justice seats

Student grievance code passes council
By George Rede
Academic Council yesterday adopted a student grievance code which, for the
first time, will establish a set of procedures to be followed in the event of such
grievances.
At the same time, council clarified the duties of both the Student Grievance
Committee and the Academic Fairness Committee, which previously had heard
student complaints.
The clarification, essentially, means the Student Grievance Committee will hear
complaints related to extracurricular matters, while the Academic Fairness
Committee will concern itself with curricular matters only.
A grievance, as defined in the code, is a complaint "arising out of any alleged
unauthorized or unjustified act or decision by a member of the faculty, administrative officer, or staff, which in any way adversely affects the status, rights,
or privileges" of a student.
Five students, three faculty, two administration and one staff representative
will comprise the Student Grievance Committee, which will hear cases only if they
cannot be settled through informal means.
The code, formulated and recommended to the council by the Student Affairs
Committee, had first been drawn up last spring and sent to President John H.

Bunzel for approval as policy.
Dr. Bunzel withheld his approval, however, pending a clarification of the roles of
the two committees, which he said might be duplicative if the code were passed.
Final adoption of the code will be complete with the president’s signature.
Council, in other action, adopted a resolution calling for prospective faculty and
staff be informed of fingerprinting and oath of allegiance requirements before
receiving their letter of appointment.
The resolution, drawn up by Arnold Schein of the Chemistry Department, says
"candidates for academic and academically resolated positions positions" should
be informed of the precise terms of employment so long as required by the state
university and colleges system.
The resolution was first read Nov. 19 before the council and grew out of Jessica
Mitford’s questioning of the legality of the fingerprint requirements as a condition
of employment.
Mitford, of course, is the visiting professor of sociology who, upon arriving at
SJSU for one semester of teaching, challenged the system-wide fingerprint policy
set forth by the Chancellor’s Office.
Mitford’s court case has not yet been settled but the council’s action yesterday
adds to a previous stand it took earlier in the semester when it condemned the
chancellor’s policy.

may be filled
A.S. Personnel Officer Al Farley
announced yesterday the names of five
students who will be recommended for
the A.S. Judicary to the A.S. Council
tomorrow.
Bob Shilling, administration of justice
senior; Louis Hernandez, political
science senior; John Rickland, political
science junior; Jerry Hughes, political
science freshman; and Alvin Spear,
administration of justice senior; have
been recommended to fill the vacant
judiciary seats.
If approved by the A.S. Council,
Shilling, Spears and Hernandez will
hold office until May, 1974, while
Hughes and Rickland will remain in
their posts until January, 1975.

AS. establishes written policy

$3,300 in loans given to student officers, employes
By Carol Tognetti
The special A.S. task force, set up to
investigate possible mishandling of
A.S. Business Office (ASBO( funds,
revealed in its final report last week
almost $3,300 in loans were made to
student government officers and employees between 1970-73.
The task force, under the direction of
David Pacheco, A.S. treasurer, was set
up at an October student council
meeting when councilman Firouz
Sedarat moved that the truth
surrounding the resignation of former
ASBO manager George Watts be made
public through an investigation.
Watts resigned last spring for personal reasons.

The loans were made to:
Bill Langan, A.S. president 1970-71
for $1,260. Repaid with seven months
scholarships checks.
Rudi Leonardi, A.S. vice president
1972-73 for $150. Repaid from vice
presidents scholarship checks.
Dennis King, last year’s A.S.
president, for $500. Repaid by reducing
monthly scholarship from $250 to $200
through May 1973.
Andy McDonald, last year’s A.S.
treasurer for $200. Repaid by forfeiting
June scholarship of $200.
George Watts, former ASBO
manager for $538.65. Repaid by checks
between November 1972 and April 1973.
Lois Wright, ASBO employee, for
$600. Repaid $50 per month July

through June during the 1972-73 year.
These fundings resulted in a written
policy drawn up by the task force. The
essence of the policy was to limit advances to A.S. officers or employes to
no more than their coming month’s
salary or scholarship, subject all advances to the approval of the ASBO
manager with the condition that the
money will be repaid by the individual’s
coming month’s salary, except in
special cases.
The report also said no loans of any
type, as opposed to advance payments,
would be made in the ASBO.
Also included in the task force findings was a report on the combined
losses of $25,395 over a three-year
.a-

-

period in the A.S. Print Shop.
Pacheco told student council at a
December meeting the losses went
undetected for a year apparently due to
Watts’ failure to report them.
The print shop, which is not budgeted
in the association’s budget because it
was to pay for itself, lost $6,600 in the
1970-71 fiscal year. In the 1971-72 fiscal
year the shop accumulated a deficit of
$9,795.
The combined losses of $16,395 for the
two years was covered by Watts with
A.S. reserve fund monies, ordinarily
kept for emergencies, bringing the
$25,000 fund down to $8,605.
Last year the shop again incurred a
loss of $9,000. By this time the fund
could no longer cover the deficit and the

money was taken from the A.S. General
Fund.
The task force also included a
revision of funding procedures to guide
organizations requesting money from
the A.S.
Pacheco said the revisions were
made to alleviate further mishandling
of funds noted during the task force
investigation.
Some of the revised funding
procedures require organizations
seeking allocations to show "some
stability and ability to execute its intended programs," and to submit
monthly income and expense reports.
Failure to submit reports, according
to the guide, will jeopardize future
funding.
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EPA ’s parking ’pinch ’may be felt
Terry Thompson
Special to the Daily
Growth, and even survival of San
Jose’s southeastern financial base is
threatened by the Environmental
Protection Agency’s proposed parking
regulations and the "energy crisis."
The giant Eastridge Shopping Center
would be hardest hit by the new environmental provisions which call for
increased parking costs in an attempt
to cut pollution, if they went into effect
in their present form.
The EPA regulations would require a
payment from businesses of $180 per
year per parking space the first year,
and $360 the second year the rulings are
in effect.
John Milton, public relations director
for the center, said the 9,000 parking
spsces surrounding Eastridge would
cost $1.6 million the first year and
nearly $4 million the second year.
Milton said, "negotiations are up in
the air on a level high above our
heads." The presidents of such huge
corporations as Macy’s and Sears,
Roebuck and Co. are negotiating
directly with President Nixon, and the
International Council of Shopping
Centers is furiously lobbying Congress
to put a stop to the proposed EPA
rulings, according to Milton.
"There’s a lot of talk going around
that the laws are arbitrary and unconstitutional anyway", said Milton,
"so I don’t think this thing will be
resolved in the near future."
So, while the action takes place
behind the scenes, the future of

Eastridge Shopping Center "hangs in
limbo," according to Milton.
Milton said Eastridge has cut down
on its energy usage by 15 per cent in an
effort to comply with the President’s
request to conserve fuel. But, "if the
EPA regulations go into effect as is,
we’ll have to pass along most of the cost
to the consumer."
He reasoned that most shoppers
would rather go to shopping centers
outside San Jose’s city limits because
they would be unaffected by the laws,
and therefore would have lower prices
or no parking fee.
The EPA regulations, if passed in
present form, would affect only cities
with over 100,000 people, such as San
Jose and Sunnyvale.
Many owners of the smaller enterprises at Eastridge are afraid that, if
implemented, the new laws would put
them out of business.
Maria Chavez, assistant manager of
the Children’s Bootery, said, "Most
times during the year; people come to
Eastridge to buy specific things at one
of the large department stores. We do
our best business during Christmas and
other holidays - when everyone is
shopping and the parking lots are
jammed."
Chavez also said large businesses
have the rest of their chain to fall back
on in case they have to give up their
lease at Eastridge. "We’ll have to look
elsewhere, and possibly be faced with
lowing expensive commercial real
estate or go out of business."
Far from helping the pollution

problem of the Santa Clara Valley, the
new EPA regulations would cause more
pollution by forcing shoppers to travel
further to do their shopping, according
to Richard Savedra of Sears, Roebuck
and Co.
"I think people would rather go to
Santa Clara or Cupertino and avoid the
parking fee or higher prices than come
here, even though we have a bigger
selection of stores."
Airport under fire
The Reid-Hillview Airport, which has
come under fire from local residents
and Eastridge promoters over safety
and noise pollution problems, is also
feeling the bite of the new regulations
and especially the "energy crisis."
General aviation assistant manager
at Reid-Hillview, Bill Lafferty, charged
the administration with lack of
forethought in limiting general aviation
fuel. "United Airlines in one day uses
more turbine fuel than all of general
aviation uses in one year."
In addition, Lafferty explained that
only 47,000 pounds of aviation gasoline
( av-gas ) is used by private planes each
day, or about enough to put two
tablespoons of gas in each automobiles’
gas tank.
Almost every general aviation airport depends on the sale and servicing
of light aircraft, and Redi-Hillview is no
exception.
"That’s where we’ve been hardest
hit", said Lafferty. "The market for
turbine and cabin class aircraft has
almost completely faded, and even
single engine aircraft sales are off 10

per cent."
Many residents of the area are
concerned about safety and noise
pollution produced by so many aircraft
flying in such close proximity.
Vicki Ramirez, 4592 Ocala, said she’s
not concerned about it, at least "until
they crash one on top of my house."
Bill Miller, 1656 Huran Drive,
however, feels differently.
"I have three kids going to Overfelt
t High School), and I’m very much
afraid that one day there’s going to be
an awful tragedy."
Speaking in defense of the airport,
Lafferty said that it is statistically
safer to fly then it is to drive "by a longshot."
"When something rare happens, it’s a
news event, and that’s why you read
about so many accidents involving
aircraft. Auto accidents are old hat,
though, so we don’t hear so much about
them, and it isn’t written up in such a
sensational way.
"And, besides, we’ve got a 99 year
federal lease on the property and we
were here before they built Eastridge
and the houses at the end of the runways."
Cunningham Lake
The final area to feel the effects of the
nation’s concern for the environment is
the proposed Cunningham Lake resort
project, located between Capitol
Expressway and White Road.
Formerly a cattle ranch, the 300-acre
site has been rezoned to permit a giant
park to be constructed there, complete
with a lake large enough to ac-

commodate sailboats and a marina.
Although the present owners of the
land have consented to sell it, there are
still a few problems to be worked out,
and some of them hinge on protection of
the environment.
On one hand, the ground is very low
and has presented a problem in the past
because it collects enough water in the
winter to turn it into a near swamp,
raising a question of sanitation.
Ed Nunes, one of the present coowners of the land, said he knew that it
would be developed sooner or later
anyway, and was simply glad that it
was going to be used for a recreation
park instead of more housing.
The new owners of the land, MasonMcDuffie Investment Co., are concerned about the new EPA regulations.
"People will want to bring their
campers and trailers with them, but
without gas and an in -expensive place
to park them, they’ll think twice,
especially if they’re coming from a long
distance."
San Jose City Councilman Jim Self
expressed his concern over the EPA
regulations with this terse statement:
"Thank God they the EPA) have
decided to extend the deadline a year.
We’d never have been able to handle
the financial hardships this soon, and I
doubt if the regulations will go into
effect as is anyway.
"Almost every city that is affected by
the EPA ruling has filed suit against
it," said Self, "and I don’t think the
courts will uphold the constitutionality
of them."
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’We still

OK, You’Re OK !

-Editorial

End grievance secrets

haven’t hit bottom’
- Barbara

Perhaps the only jolt more difficult to cope with than the initial
discovery of a cavity dug by governmental cover-ups and criminal activities, is realizing the extent of decay.
And in the Watergate case, it seems we still haven’t hit bottom.
-It is my opinion that we should begin concentrated efforts in a number
of major areas that will have much more impact on the media and other
anti-Administration spokesmen ...," reads an Oct. 17, 1969 memo from
formet deputy director of the Committee to Re-Elect the President, Jeb
Stuart Magruder, to H.R. Haldeman, former top Nixon aide.
Similar statements outlining ways to intimidate both broadcast and
print journalism are found in three memos ( two marked confidential,
-for eyes only") which were circulated among Haldeman, Magruder,
Charles W. Colson, former special counsel to the President, and Herbert
Klein, former director of communications for the executive branch.
The memos found their way to SJSU via the Washington, D.C., based
attorney for San Jose’s Committee for Open Media ( COM), according to
Dr. Phillip Jacklin, SJSU assistant professor of philosophy and a COM
coordinator.
In the October memo 21 "requests" from the President on "specific
action relating to what could be considered unfair news coverage are
listed."
The memo reads, "I would liken this to the Kennedy Administration in
that they had no qualms about using the power available to them to
achieve their objections. On the other hand, we seem to march tip-toe into
the political situation and are unwilling to use the power at hand to
achieve our long term goals which is eight years of a Republican
Administration."
Some of the President’s "requests", include: " ... letters to the editor of
Newsweek mentioning the President’s tremendous reception in Miss. and
last Sat. Miami Dolphin football game."; "... appropriate action to
counter bie sed TV covered of the Adm. over the summer."; "appropriate
columnists be informed of the extemporaneous character of Presidential
press conferences."; "... have the Chicago Tribune hit Senator Percy
hard on hi ties with the peace group."; and," ... attack Life Magazine’s
editorial accusing the Administration of creating a Coherence Gap."
The Jul’, 17, 1970 memorandum from Magruder signed to Haldeman
and Klein is "tentative plan on press objectivity" sparked by a television
newscaster’s "extremely disparaging remarks about the President"
which appeared in Life magazine.
The memos objective "to generate a public re-examination of the role
of the media in American life." The goal, the memo reads is turning
objectivity into "an issue and a subject of a public debate."
The strategy is listed as: "Plant a column with a syndicated columnist
which rakes the question of objectivity and ethics in the news media ...";
"Arrange for an article on the subject in a major consumer magazine
..." ; "Through an academic source, encourage the Dean of a leading
graduate school of journalism to publicly acknowledge that press objectivity is a serious problem that should be discussed ..."
Other oints included are: "Arrange for an ’expose’ to be written ...
Publish in hardcover and paperback."; "Produce a prime-time special,
sponsored by private funds, that would examine the question of objectivity.. "; and, "Have a Senator or Congressman write a public letter
to the FCC ( Federal Communications Commission) suggesting the
’licensing’ of individual newsmen ..."
A summary of the most "pertinent conclusions" from meetings with
the three network chief executives ( American Broadcasting Company,
National Broadcasting Company, Columbia Broadcasting Company) is
the content of a Sept. 25, 1970 memo for Haldeman and Klein from Colson.
"The networks are terribly nervous over the uncertain state of the law,
i.e., the recel FCC decisions and the pressures to grant Congress access
to TV ... The harder I pressed them, ( CBS and NBC) the more accommodating, cordial and almost apologetic they became," the memo
reads.
"They are erribly concerned with being able to work out their own
policies ... ABC and CBS said that they felt we could, however, through
the FCC make any policies we wanted to. ( This is worrying them all. I"
The network executives said they wanted to have discussions with the
Nixon administration, the memo continues, and Colson should contact
them directly if the administration had a complaint about slanted
coverage.
"These meetings had a very salutary effect ... we are not going to
permit them to get away with anything that interferes with the
President’s ability to communicate."
Watergate.
It is indeed startling to find out that top governmental officials had such
a well-plotted scheme for intimidating media coverage, but it is
downright scary to find out that media executives and journalists the
public’s watchdogs were strung along to play a major role in carrying
these plans out.
In the light, journalists fell into the decay of Watergate just as much as
the governmental officials who dug the cavity.
Watergate, President Nixon once defined, is "a whole series of acts that
either represent or appear to represent an abuse of trust."
But, in the end, it is always the public’s trust.
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Bob Piombo
The Spartan Daily has once again
decided to dramatize and sensationalize an
issue it knows little about.
A recent Supreme Court decision ruled
that illegally seized evidence would be
allowed in grand jury proceedings. , In
typical fashion, the Daily cried that 1984
was upon us and that the decision was a
great blow to the rights of criminals.
The court’s decision is not sensational or
radical. Only 10 years ago, illegally seized
evidence could be used in the courtroom. If
anything, the idea of evidence being
withheld because a policeman made a
mistake in procedure is radical and
reduces justice to a game.
The previous decision of the Warren
Court forced policemen to be lawyers. If a
policeman mistakenly puts the wrong time
of day on a search warrant, all the evidence
he finds is inadmissable in court. Most
illegal searches are not the result of
Gestapo tactics but mistakes made by
human beings.
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U.S. News and World Report
recently stated that the United
States had deposits of 400 billion
barrels of oil ( 200 years’ worth at
’70 levels) lying untaped underground. If there’s not enough
gas available for Americans, then
why did the oil companies export
. three and one half million barrels
of oil in September and October?
There are two basic lies incorporated within Nixon’s energy
shuck.
The first lie is that the cause of
the oil shortage is because of the

ief

Just an edocated guess

’Energy crisis just a freeze’
terribly wasteful habits of the
American
consumer
who
recklessly indulge themselves with
too much heat, hot water,
automobile trips, and lighting.
The fact is that consumers are
only responsible for about 30 per
cent of the nation’s oil consumption. The rest is used for
insustry and by the government.
The second lie is that Nixon
wants us to feel antagonistic
toward the Arabs for "cutting off
our oil." Actually only six per cent
of our domestic oil consumption
comes from the Mideast. Nixon is
pushing anti-Arab sentiment
because he wants to set the
emotional stage for possible
military actions in the Mideast
areas. It should be emphasized that
the majority of Arab people use
little or no gas and electricity, and
do not benefit from the oil
resources of their own countries,
economically, or for their own
utilization.
The question arises If we have
oil resources left in American to
last at least until alternative
energy sources are perfected, why
aren’t we pumping and refining
this oil? The answer lies in the
nature of our economic system.

Number

Point of View

Radical Student Union

Dick Nixon and the oil company
monopolies expect us to believe
that there is an "energy crisis."
They want us to think that all of a
sudden all of our oil has run dry,
and that we’ll all just have to
tighten our belts and accept colder
temperatures, rising gasoline
prices, massive layoffs in industry,
and the ruin of small businesses
and independent truckers. The fact
is that the "energy crisis" is actually an artificially imposed
energy freeze designed by the oil
monopolies to jack-up oil prices in
order to squeeze more money out of
the people.

One of the most common abuses of power by public
agencies is the abuse of secrecy.
The public interest demands as full a disclosure as
possible of the events that concern their welfare.
Yet time and time again government uses secrecy to
keep citizens in the dark about information crucial to a
careful judgment of their performance.
The press has fought vigorously against this trend.
As a result of the influence of the press, we have laws
on the local and national level forcing public
disclosure of government information, and public
access to government meetings.
Yet secrecy still persists. One example is the secret
meetings held under the California State University
and Colleges ((SUC) Faculty grievance procedure.
Under these procedures, established by the CSUC
Board of Trustees, a faculty member may appeal an
administrative decision to deny him promotion,
retention, or tenure by presenting his case before the
faculty grievance committee. The committee is
composed of three professors chosen at random who
hear the case in a trial-like atmosphere and arrive at
an independent decision - subject to the final approval
of the president.
The faculty grievance committee hearings are
strictly closed to the public arid press, and furthermore, any participant revealing the results or
substance of these meetings may receive disciplinary
action.
The results, as has been shown in the recent Peter
Venuto dispute, is that the public has been denied
crucial about a possibly very serious dispute. The
administration’s judement about a professor’s fitness
to teach, which is crucial to CSUC students in particular, is not subject to public evaluation since normal rentention, promotion and tenure procedings are
also closed to the public.

French

T. Ford

The huge oil monopolies find it
much more profitable to sell oil
(especially high quality Mideast
oil) to Europe for exhorbttantly
prices than to seel U.S. oil to
Americans. The result is an energy
freeze disguised as a "crisis."
Another major target of this
"energy crisis" scheme is envirnomental protection. Major
accomplishments of progressive
environmental organizations and
clubs such as the stopping or
stalling of the Alaskan pipeline and
off-shore drilling are now being
thrown aside in favor of the oil
monopolies. The oil companies are
using the hysteria created by their
phony energy shortage to cram
through
their
ecologically
destructive programs that they
couldn’t get away with in the last
few years.
Although we didn’t cause this
energy predicament, the majority
of people
from students to
workers who face lay-offs, to independent truckers
not the
monopolies, are expected to bear
the burden. We must turn our
outrage into the energy to build a
people’s movement uniting all the
victims of the oil monopolies’
scheme to fight back.

The law had nothing to do with the rights
of the innocent; it protected only the guilty,
Criminals have rights but so does the rest
of society.
One of those rights is to be protected
against those who break the laws. When the
courts allow guilty men to go free because
of some parlor trick, justice is not
achieved. The criminal’s rights have been
protected but society has received a slap in
the face.
Criminal law is not made up of good and
bad rulings but varying shades of gray. The
recent court ruling actually does little in
the way of changing criminal prosecution.
But! resent the Daily’s cries of 1984 when it
obviously has given little notice to the pros
and cons of the issue.
1984 is a cliche and a sensational gimmick. Next semester I hope the Daily will
actually study an issue before it represents
the entire staff with an opinion which is no
more than an "educated" guess.

A university administration’s practice of keeping its
judgement about a professor’s competence secret is
probably justified. Professors denied the opportunity
to teach because of honest incompence deserved to be
protected from further embarrassment. Also the
administrator’s arguments that unfair and damaging
claims made as a result of a professor’s rating may
also hurt somebody unjustly is also probably justified.
CSUC administrators make the same claims about
the faculty grievance procedures. Yet these standards
cannot be applied in this case.
In the first case, faculty members use the grievance
procedure because they feel that they have been
treated unfairly by the regular administration
procedures. Also, CSUC faculty members have
repeatedly attacked grievance as being a cover for
administration action against them for personal and
political reasons.
These are serious charges, and yet since no one can
make a judgment about them because the facts of the
cases are hidden, they remain largely unexplored.
Yet they deserve to be heard. A public university
cannot fire a faculty member secretly for any reason
it desires. It is a public agency accountable to the
public and should be open to public scrutiny. And with
the constantly expressed concern for academic
freedom, charges that it is being abused should get a
full and open hearing.
Faculty grievance procedures should be open to
public scrutiny unless a faculty member requests
secrecy. The press can be trusted to present the issues
thus raised fairly, and the public can be trusted to
weigh these issues correctly.

Letters to the Editor
Whose coin m unity?
Editor:
Dissent is a difference of opinion,
a revolution of ideals, if you will. It
is apparent that dissent is growing
on this campus.
It is not due to racial conflict, but
with a growing dissatisfaction with
the present A.S. method of
dispersing budget allocation to
various programs. As a rule with
this administration, the funds are
centered on a broadening pattern
of "community involvement." But
what has failed to surface so far is
the psuedo-interaction of the
programs introduced by the A.S.
with the community.
It is evident to a whole group of
students and teachers on campus
that
the
proposed
budget
allocations fail to make much
sense. To purposely slash those
programs which involve the
campus and its image directly with
the community, is both foolhardy
and thoughtless.
I am speaking here of intercollegiate athletics, the ROTC
program, the Marching Band, the
pep squad, campus art and drama
departments, sororities and
fraternities, and those departments, like Engineering, which
have been denied even a pitence for
fall graduation. Instead, the A.S.
has chosen to import outside
bands, at a cost of several thousand
dollars per, sponsoring traveling
troupse to perform on campus,
provide money for the half-ways
around camps, and the like to indirectly involve the community
with "campus" programs. The
question is: Does bringing the
cdnununity to the campus via
outside entertainment constitute
true community involvement? I
think not, and so do many others on

campus.
For example, the importance of
intercollegiate athletics cannot be
overstated. It provides, when
excellent as is the program here,
not only a direct community
participation from the grandstands, but also possesses a far
reaching effect nationally as a
brand of excellence. It encourages
student involvement and uplifts the
academic standard as well, due to
a greater selectivity of applicants.
Where would UCLA, Notre Dame,
and USC be without an athletic
program? San Jose is now in that
predicament.
Perhaps you don’t realize that it
is your money which goes into
these programs. What would you
like to see done with it?
John Fuller

Student English
Editor:
I would like to share with you the
reflections of a reader for an
English IA professor after one
semester. What can be so interesting or relevant about that,
you wonder? English IA is a joke
anyway, right? Wrong. The sad
facts are that the general English
IA student cannot write a grammatically decent sentence, must
less compose an intelligible essay.
My job as a reader mainly involved making up and checking
exercises, and also correcting the
technical errors in essays. As my
red pen ran dry, I discovered that
these students knew so little about
grammar, sentence structure, and
spelling, that I feared for their
academic lives in other classes.
What professor would be sympathetic towards the thought and
grade of a poorly organized, error
ridden essay? More importantly,

what patience would a future
employer have with an employee
who could not write?
Granted this English IA class is
not all lA classes, but information I
have
gleaned
from
other
professors reinforce my thesis.
Think about it. Do you write in
fragments. Is your speling
atroshus? Do you use parallelism
to your best advantage in papers or
know what parallelism is? These
are isolated examples, but the
import is clear. You do not have to
be an English major to write well.
But you must write well to succeed
in English in the class, and on the
job.
Benita Gruskin

Wood corn pots en is
Editor:
Christopher Smith’s article
about commercial donor centers
contained an untrue statement
which could have been corrected
by checking first with the Red
Cross Blood Bank.
As a laboratory aide at the Red
Cross Blood Bank I disagree with
his statement that volunteer blood
banks must keep all of their blood
whole. Over 50 per cent of the blood
collected at Red Cross is separated
into components including red
blood cells, plasma, and platelets.
Of this, part of the plasma is sent to
pharmaceutical companies and
make into various products. Still
another part is quick frozen,
thawed, and the clotting factor
lacking in hemophiliacs separated
from it and sent out to hospitals.
Blood components are finding
increaseing use in medicine and
volunteer organizations are not
ignorant of that.
Enid Deibert

Jan.ary

SJSU meets power cutback

News Briefs
From The Associated Press
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Seasonal labor
WASHINGTON - The Supreme Court yesterday agreed to
decide whether thousands of Mexican laborers can legally
commute to the U.S. for seasonal farm work. The issue could
have a major effect on California and Texas which use
countless numbers of laborers on farms.
The high court will review a lower court ruling which
outlawed such seasonal commuting but permitted aliens to
enter the U.S. on a daily basis.
The issue has been brought into court by the United Farm
Workers of California.

Watergate for the public?
WASHINGTON - Sam Dash, chief counsel for the Senate
Watergate Committee, said yesterday that the panel had
"important new information" and ought to hold public
hearings. Dash made his remarks on TV.
"I think the committee will follow my recommendation on
the matter," Dash said. He declined to reveal the nature of
the key information. He also stated that the investigating
panel needed "a number of tapes and additional documents
that are absolutely essential to complete our work."
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By Deborah Carvalho
Although SJSU has met the
10 per cent cut in energy use
required by Pacific Gas &
Electric, Byron Bollinger,
buildings and grounds
supervisor. said, "This is
only the start."
In order to cut down more,
buildings and grounds will
try to schedule all weekend
meetings in the library. The
idea
originated
over
Christmas break when all
the buildings were closed.
"We saved a tremendous
amount if electricity over
the break and as long as the

EGYPT - Egypt yesterday formally rejected parts of U.S.
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger’s plan for separating the
Egyptian and Israeli armies.
Egyptian Foreign Minister Ismail Fahmy announced the
decision and added that Egypt was offering its own proposals
for peace. "We are giving him ()regnis K
our map and
language."
Kissinger is currently on his third trip to the Middle East
since the October war.

Bob Dunn

Skylab 3 sets space record
SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON - Skylab 3’s astronaunts
became history’s longest-flying space travelers yesterday,
setting a record that might stand for a decade.
At 9:10 p.m. EDT, Gerald P. Carr, William R. Pogue and
Edward G. Gibson surpassed the single mission endurance
record of 59 days, 11 hours, 9 minutes set last September by
the Skylab 2 crew in the same space station.
They were 270 miles above the Pacific when they set the
standard, and Mission Control calculated they had circled
the globe 858 times and traveled more than 2412 million miles
since their launching Nov. 16.
Splashdown is set for Feb. 8.

’Drowning in oil’Nader
WASHINGTON - Federal Energy Director William E.
Simon told Congress yesterday the nation is threatened with
"dangerously low levels" of petroleum products, but consumer advocate Ralph Nader said the world is "drowning in
oil."
Their sharply conflicting views were presented in
testimony before a House-Senate economic subcommittee
looking into the accuracy of government energy statistics.
"As of Dec. 29, the American Petroleum Institute reported
we have only slightly over 30 days’ supply of the major
petroleum products. The shortage caused by a full effective
embargo will quickly reduce these to dangerously low levels
unless we can act quickly to reduce demand and equitably
allocate the available supplies," Simon said.
Nader described America’s energy problem as "unarmed
robbery by oil companies in collusion with government
support." Denying an energy shortage exists, he said
everything that has happened in the name of the energy
crisis has been to the advantage of the major petroleum
companies.
Simon and Nader agreed on one point, that the government
must depend on the petroleum industry for data relating to
the supply and reserves of oil and gas.

MOSCOW - Defense Minister Andrei Grechko, openly
skeptical about improving East-West relations, has called for
increased Soviet military might.
"As a whole, the conditions of the international situation
demand that the Soviet people preserve high vigilance and
tirelessly strengthen the defense capacity of the Soviet
state," Grechko said in a speech in Kazan, 450 miles east of
Moscow.

Returning student aid
The Student Activities and
Services office is offering
information to acquaint
returning and continuing
SJSU students with the
campus and its procedures.
The office will be open
from 8 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Monday through Thursday
and until 5 p.m. on Fridays
and before holidays.
Services to be provided
include:
information
general
and
procedures
about
requirements for admitted
students and prospective
students;

daytime liason with
offices, individual members
of the staff and faculty and
others in charge of various
programs;
discussion
groups,
workshops and special
programs in which students
will find opportunities to
participate;
university services such
as counseling and testing,
student health services,
career
planning
and
placement,
recreation
program, international
programs, veterans’ advising and Ombudsman.
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While PG&E was telling
SJSU to cut down on energy,
SJSU was also busy trying to
find a new source for gas
Bollinger said. Both the bulk
gas and credit card gas firm
contracts had ended.
The state finally received
a bulk contract with Union
Oil Company and a credit
card gas contract with
Standard Oil Company. The
Standard contract, however,
runs out July 1, 1974. After
than SJSU will have multi card contracts, according to

Champion wheelchair olympiad
returns from Peru with medals
a silver medal in table tennis
doubles and four bronze
medals - one each in discus,
shotput, the 40 meter dash
and the 70 yard slalom.
The games mean more to
Dunn than personal glory.
"They show other handicapped people a handicapped person can do
something," he said.
Dunn is concerned about
the lack of awareness in the
wheelchair olympics and has

worked to publicize the
events within the community.
Stricken with polio at the
age of four, he has been
confined to a wheelchair
ever since.
The games rose out of
WWII and the increase of
paraplegic veterans caused
a similar increase in the
participation.
Next year’s Wheelchair
Olympics will be held in

England. The U.S. team
hopes to raise enough money
to play the exhibition games
in Ireland also.
-This will probably mean
another pong-a-thon" Dunn
said.

Bollinger.
With gas getting harder to
find. SJSU is also cutting
back on school car use.
Every week one school car is
not used.
-Now we are using about
500 gallons of gas a week.
Before that it was consaid
siderably inore,"
Bollinger.
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When you need
a pencil we get
the lead out.

stresses decision-making process
By Nancy Baker
from
all
Students
departments who are looking
for themselves, the right
kind of education and the
right kind of vocation seem
to be getting what they want
from an SJSU class which,
for 20 years, has been the
only one of its kind on
California campuses.
The emphasis in the
course, entitled Counselor
Education 004 is on the
practical Means of dealing
within the system.
Pre -registration for the
class continues today and
tomorrow.
3 unit class
The idea of the 3 unit class
was developed in 1954 by Dr.
James Jacobs, a professor of
English, as he studied files
and found most students
change their major two or
three times before their
junior year. His academic
effort to change those figures
was a class in resources,
primarily on campus, like
and
Planning
Career
Placement offices but now
has broadened to community
resources as well.
But some problems exist in
the program. The major one
has been the apparent lack in
advertising for the class. The
class which in 1954 had 54
students and peaked with
225, is now down to 18. With
some efforts to get the word
out for the semester, Dr.
Jacobs and his co-workers
Richard Baiardo in New
College and Les Bond in
Counselor Education believe
they will make this new
semester different.
No racial slant
The group has changed
somewhat since its origin,
Dr. Jacobs said. Several
ethnic groups, with strictly
racial
problems, have
broken off and joined other
departments, such as Black
Studies, Asian - American
Studies, and the Mexican-

American Graduate
group
program.
The
remaining though, is not
soley white middle class, Dr.
Jacobs added. "There is no
racial slant in this class.
We’re dealing with problems
which are not strictly
ethnic."
Counselor Ed. 004 has also
been shifted from various
departments, with its name
changing from psychology
004 and exploratory 004 to
counselor education 004.
Practical experience
Most recently, the course
is offered by Counselor
Education as its only undergraduate class. The
department is using the
course as a practical experience for its graduate
students and as a place to
test new techniques in
testing and sampling.
The class is structured into
three
parts:
value
clarification, exploration of
opportunities
educational
and exploration of possible
careers. Deans from various
departments and speakers
from the community discuss
with the class about subjects
like civil service, careers in
medicine, and law.
Team teachers
The team teachers hope to
show the students how to use
resources
in
decision making. Bond said he is not
as concerned with the
students actually making a
decision on life career as
much as them learning
which variables are used in
decision making. He wants
them to become flexible, not
feeling comfortable
with
changing and exploring
throughout life.
Several students did make
career choices during the
semester. One of these is Pat
Huber who, like many, had
only heard about the class
through the ’grapevine’.
Huber
worried
about,
"Where I was going to fit into

Spartaguide
TODA
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.it 7 30 p ni in the Black Studies Building
SIMS will hold a lecture at 8 p ti in thy
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SEMINAR Representatives of the Simple
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stance, very little light is
used compared to say
drafting work," Bollinger
said.
As far as outside lights are
concerned, not too much has
been done. Lights around the
S.U. and Business buildings
have been turned off. With
lights every 20 feet, buildings
and grounds felt they were
unnecessary.
Lights just to show the
Audio Visual, Engineering
buildings and the ’rower
were also shut off.

Class explores job possibilities;

SAN CARLOS AIRPORT
OFFER EXPIRES JAN

previous 24 hours a day.
There is still a problem in
trying to keep the buildings
at 68 degrees. With many of
the rooms having individual
thermostats, students were
constantly turning them up,
Bollinger said.
The "every third light
policy" is also still in effect,
although some buildings are
being checked to see what
other lights could be turned
off.
"Light needs vary. In
warehouse work for in-

Only one of its kind

T

FREE
ORIENTATION

library is open on weekends
anyway, we might as well
heat only that building and
close all others down,"
Bollinger explained.
Bollinger attributes most
of the 10 per cent cutback to
turning off the big ventilating fans.
With the big motors
required to run them, the
fans were draining a considerable amount of electricity. Now the fans are
turned on from 6 a.m. until
10:30 p.m. rather than the

Bob
Dunn,
national
wheelchair table tennis
champion, recently returned
from the Pan American
Wheelchair Olympics in
Lima, Peru, with an array of
medals.
The SJSU graduate in
business administration won
six awards for the U.S. team
which competed against 17
other countries.
Dunn received a gold
medal in table tennis singles,

Egypt reiects part of plan

More Soviet ’might’ wanted
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the college."
like
students,
Other
Cameron Little and David
Abramson signed up for the
units and suddenly found
themselves in a valuable
class. "I got to know
people," senior Abramson
said, " "I learned some short
cuts in this place." He
regretted not having taken
the course earlier.
Student contracts
Students develop contracts
with the team teachers for
their grades, agreeing to do
research on a specific field
and usually preparing a
paper.
The class may eventually be
divided on the basis of grade
classification, since the
needs of incoming freshman
are different than those of
in
the
upperclassmen

course. A special two weeks
session on women adjusting,
especially those women
returning to school will be
taught by Joella Hannah, an
English instructor who
currently teaches an exploratory -type English class
to SJSU athletes.
The three team-teachers
have no intention of letting
the program die. They feel
the need for their class is still
strong.
"Out of 27,000 SJSU
students, there’s bound to be
a couple of hundred who
don’t know what they’re
doing." Rich Baiardo said,
The undecided students may
choose their careers on
"what a friend says, or their
mother, without seriously
exploring on their own what
they are going to be doing in
the next 40 years."

That goes for any other kind of art supplies you
might reed, too
We’ve got the largest selection of all the big
names in art supplies that you’ll find anywhere.
No matter what you need
And you’ll find our prices are right.
Because we keep our pencil sharp.

son joie paint
and wallpaper co.
78 Valley Fair -San Joie
.248-4171
365 San Antonio Rd. Mt.View
.941-3600
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Net gain

I call ’em
$:

like
I see ’em
By Paul A. Stewart
Well, sports fans, the time for the awarding of that coveted
golden statuette called the Oscar is almost upon us.
As such, it is time for the 1974 Howard Cosell Awards.
These awards are given semi-annually to the Spartan
athletic program, or to those sports figures in general, who
are truly deserving of a "Howard."
The Joint Ominipresent Council Koncerning Sports
(JOCKS), is pleased to honor those who have done so much
for ( or to athletics in the last six months.
To all those who fit that description, the time has come to
award the 1974 "Howards." (For complete secrecy, or close
to it, the results of the balloting has been kept in a slightly
used athletic supporter until this moment.)
And now ( ta-daa! ) the weiners of the 1974 "Howards":
(tie) "Executive Action" or "Dillinger,"
Best Picture
( depending on how you see it). Starring the A.S. Council in its
brilliant ( ? ) performance in cutting the funds for athletics
despite this being one of the best years in athletics at SJSU.
Best Director Head football coach Darryl Rogers for his
performance in guiding the Spartan football squad to its first
winning season in 12 years, for "The Exorcist."
Best Script The Spartan athletic program having to
confront the energy crisis in "Day for Night."
Special Achievement, Worst Performance The Spartan
football team’s 27-27 tie with San Diego State, despite leading
27-10 in the fourth quarter in "The Way We Were."
The San Jose Police
Special Achievement, Effort ( ?
Department in try ing to stop alcoholic beverages from being
taken into Spartan Stadium, in "The Laughing Policeman."

:

$

Spartan water poloist Brad
Best Supporting Actor
Spartan guard Pete
Jackson upon making All-American for his third straight
Miller goes in for layup
year, in "The Day of the Dolphin." (Thought I was going to
against Long Beach
use that one for the Super Bowl, huh? Go fish.)
State. Miller leads the
Special Achievement, Production The x-ray technician
Spartans with a 15 point
that found out Secretariat wasn’t sterile in "The Sting"
per game average and
( Remember all it takes is little confidence. )
will try to help the squad
Best Screenplay Cathy Rigby -Mason for her suggestion
defeat Athletes in Action
that gymnastics, wrestling and swimming all be done in the
at Santa Cruz Civic
nude in the Olympics, in "Don’t Look Now."
Auditorium tomorrow
O.J. Simpson for
Special Achievement, Longest Run
night at 8 and Weber State
breaking Jim Brown’s single season rushing record in
at the San Jose Civic
"Slither."
Saturday
Auditorium
Best Actor AS. President Rudl LeonarcU for his life-like
night at 8.
portrayal of Milton Berle in "The Day of the Jackal."
Athletes in Action is
Special Achievement, Career Broadway Joe Namath his
coached by Jim King, a
possible retirement (for good) from football in "King of
former all-star for the
Hearts."
Steve
Warriors.
Best Dialogue Rosie Casals’ running commentary on the
Bobby Riggs-Billie Jean King tennis match in "Oklahoma
Crude."
Special Achievement, Guts Oakland A’s manager Dick
Williams for not backing down to owner Charles Finley, in
"The Getaway."
Special Achievement, Best Run Spartan tailback Larry
Lloyd’s refusal to run around a would-be tackler in "Visions
of Eight."
Despite forfeiting two
Special Achievement, Sports Writer Paul A. Stewart in
weight divisions, the un"Touch of Class" or "The Last American Hero" or "Wonder stoppable SJSU wrestlers
of It All" (take your pick).
stretched their dual meet
record to ten straight by
mauling three Northern
Pacific teams Friday at
Oregon Technical Institute.
Without wrestlers at 177
and 190 pounds, the Spartans
IN
swept through Oregon Tech
39-9, Eastern Oregon State
No time wasted in capturing
College 461-12 and Central
The National Championship
CHICO San Jose State
women’s Washington University 27-21.
University’s
An extra soft tip & tail for
basketball team stood by as Sacramento State University
performing stunts
Fresno State scored 20 was also present but did not
straight
points during the wrestle the Spartans for
160-180 cm $137
second
and
third quarters unstated reasons.
185 up $175
The home squad managed
and lost to the Bulldogs, 4830, for the consolation Title 15 pins in 23 matches.
Spartan Steve Dick was
of the Chico North Valley
Invitational
Women’s named outstanding wrestler
Basketball Tournament here of the competition after
pinning all of his 150-pound
Saturday.
opponents.
The Spartagals led 20-16
Donnell
Jackson
SKI RENTALS
midway through the second duplicated his feat, flatperiod only to have Fresno tening all of his heavyweight
State score nine straight contenders. Dan Kida (126)
before the halftime buzzer to posted three decisions while
lead 25-20. The Bulldogs Oscar Trevino (134) totalled
opened the second half with two pins and a decision.
11 consecutive markers and
Jackson, 20-3-2 and Kida,
that spelled an end for SJSU 23-1-3 for the season lead the
and its hopes for the con- team in wins.
solation award.
is
The next match
SJSU managed just 10 scheduled for Jan. 25 at San
CROSS COUNTRY
second half points while Francisco State University.
PIIIMUS MAD SOPINA
The first San Jose Open Dual
Fresno State scored 23.
SKIS POLES gri95
Meet scheduled for today has
The
Spartagals
reached
BINDINGS ..
been cancelled.
the consolation final after
PACKAGE
SAVE 821 oo
Footballer Dave Wassick
defeating Oregon State
ADULT
SKIS
says he wants to wrestle in
University Friday evening,
the often vacant 190 division.
from
$15.95
40-35. Chico State’s ’B’ team
upset SJSU in the opening Kerr says he is delighted to
have him despite objections
round, 49-40.
from football coach Darryl
"This was just great for Rogers.
our girls," said coach
"The team’s beginning to
arts
Sullivan after the final jell now," says Kerr, "We
contest. "We have a very came through a tough early
San Carlo,
5, P31.. Cato
young team but I believe that season schedule in pretty
we will be considered above fair shape. Now that we’re in
average by March."
January, several of our

Urn Robb
Newsome, a 6 foot -8
center and former MVP
at the University of
Houston, leads the squad
with 13 points and 10
rebounds per game.
::.
Athletes
in
Action
defeated the University of
Santa Clara earlier this
season.
Tickets for tomorrow
night’s contest at the
Santa
Cruz
Civic
Auditorium are priced at
three dollars and should
be obtained at the door as
they are not available in
San Jose.

Matmen victors
in three meets

I HART
7
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competitors are starting to
get serious because in
February we start to select
our conference team."

Gals fall

to Bulldogs
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LONELY?

V COLLEGE likid OF LAW
330 WEST NEDDiNG STREET SAN JOSE
announces the opening of enrollment for
its Winter Semester
evening classesexceptional faculty
full four-year programreasonable tuition
Call or write for an application form and brochure
outlining the Ocean University curriculum. Applicants must
have at least 60 semester units of undergraduate credit
from an accredited institution of higher learning.
"A NON-PROFIT INSTITUTION"
330 West Hedcfing Street
San Jose 95110
(408) 998-4114

0CØ491’SUU

UNSATISFIED WITH COLLEGE LIFE? Consider living next semester in one of our seven coed residence halls.
A recent study coniliit.sed at UCLA using students from all over the U.S. indicated that students living in residence
halls are more academically sucessful, more satisfied with college life and their social relationships than are
commuter students.
Did you know that you can meet lots of interesting people and fully participate in college life? Did you know that
there are athletic, cultural and social programs geared to your interests? Did you know that there is a residence
hall staff who are concerned with helping each student develop and grow as a person?

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY HOUSING OFFICE
Telephone (408) 277-2126
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Pooh-Bah, Yum Yum and others

Students spark ’Mikado’

Rick Murphy

James Hopkins plays Ko-Ko in ’The Mikado’

Queen’ of western music
:ells simple story in album
Country music has been the most conistently popular branch of the music inlustry, accounting for 20 per cent of all the
:ecordings sold in the United States. One of
the reasons for its success if Loretta Lynn.
Called the queen of country music, she
picked country-western entertainer of the
year in 1972. She was also selected best
female vocalist and was a member of the
best duet team.
Like her other albums, her latest "Love is
the Foundation," provides the listener with
top melodies and lyrics that tell simple
stories with just enough spice to make them
interesting.
The record features everything from the
beautiful ballet, "Why Me," to her latest
chart-climber, "Hey, Loretta," a song about
women’s liberation.
After a recording session, Lynn remarked
tlat she could sing any kind of music. This
,Ibum proves her point.
When she sings "Why Me," her voice is
;oft and sincere. She is singing about the
pain of someone finding their way back to
(kid. She then lets out siwh a song she wrote,
-Five fingers Left." It’s hard to believe
someone like Lynn could ever write such a

satirical song about friends who stab each
other in the back.
Although she isn’t known for this talent,
Lynn likes to write about society and what a
joke it is. "Rated X," is such a song. She
sings about how society shuns divorced
women.
"Hey Loretta" may have shocked many a
country music disc jockey who though Lynn
was content to be a typical wife, mother and
part-time singer, but the song has in fact
given her a new look.
In the song she says she "ain’t going to
wash not more windows or scrub no more
dishes." What she is telling the world is that
she "ain’t" going to be tied to the typical
music she is noted for.
Many of the cuts in this album deal with
love. After all, love is the foundation we all
lean on, says Lynn. After all, love is the
foundation we all lean on, says Lynn. A
mother at 14, and a grandmother at 28, she
knows about love. Her voice shows pride,
happiness and contentment when she sings
her "Love is the Foundation," and when she
performs it on stage, her eyes sparkle and
fill with water.

’Fiddler’ star in City College show
Star of the New York cast
for "Fiddler on the Roof,"
Jerry Jarrett, will appear at
San Jose City College Jan. 18
in a program of songs,
stories
and
dramatic
readings.

Jarrett will appear in the
role of Tevye. Stage star and
guitarist Nina Dova will
appear as Tevye’s wife
Golda. Dova will introduce a
number of songs from
France, Brazil, Greece and

other countries.
The program will begin
7:30 p.m. in the men’s gym.
Tickets may be purchased at
the door or at the San Jose
Box Office in Town and
Country Village.

TAX BREAK FOR

TROUBLE WITH
LANDLORDS?

RENTERS!

*Cleaning deposit been ripped off
*Feel Discriminated against
Have any housing problems

THE ASSOCIATED
STUDENTS HOUSING

*Calif residents who were renters as
of March 1, 1973 are eligible for a
$25-$45 refund or rebate.
*VVhether or not you are required
to file a state income tax form you
are entitled to the refund.

OFFICE WILL HELP
Monday - Friday (10am-2pm)
SIMPLY COME IN OR CALL

For more info come to A.S.
Housing Office or check with your
Franchise Tax Board.

277-3201

ASSOCIATED
TAX

STUD FATS

COUNCELING
AVAILABLE!
An Associated Students
lawyer will answer Tax
questions and provide
instruction en filling out tax forms.

V1.441. Jan 16. 1971
1 1 pip-1pm

STUDENT
INPUT NEEDED
SPRING SEMESTER

I

wined 1 hamber%

silident

nail. Or as Postmaster
General, I could so cook the
accounts that as Lord High
Auditor, I should never
discover the fraud. But then
as Archbishop of Titipu, it
would be my duty to
denounce my dishonesty and
give myself into my own
custody as First Commissioner of Police."
Later, Pooh-Bah admitted
that all these officials could
be bought off, if they
received a considerable
bribe.
Olds’ dance routine
Olds, who played the much
feared "Mikado" did not
appear until the second act.
But this did not prevent his
high-kicking dance routine
and light-hearted comedy
from being the highlight of
the evening.
Instead of being a mean
dictator, Olds portrayed a
smiling, laughing emperor
that charmed the packed
audience. With an occasional
belch and a spert of
hysterical laughter, Olds
glided through his lines with
little effort.
A chorus of 24 singers
trained by assistant Cherie
Curry supported the actors
in their roles. They harmonized and danced an
assortment of steps guided
by choreographer, Patricia
Pierson.
The son of the Mikado,
called Nanki-Poo was played
by Ronald Molina. While his

PROJECTS!
COMMITTEES!
leer Drop-In Center - Diablo It m
BECOME CONSCIOUS of your
community

3rd Floor
Student Union

future bride, Yum-Yum
portrayed by Nancy Tuthill.
Molina’s and Tuthill’s
voices blended well as they
sang through each of the
operetta’s songs. At times
Molina seemed to be off key
but he quickly regained his
composure, before it was too
noticable.
Tuthill’s singing was
excellent, as she climbed the
musical scale with the
versitility of a professional.
Lefton plays heavy
If the production had any
slow parts they were quickly
filled by the vocal perfection
of Teddi Lefton, as Katisha.
Driven by love for Nanki-Poo
she tried to separate the
young couple. Failing in this
effort, she turned against the
townspeople and was thrown
out of the city. Slashing out
with her hands, teeth
snarling, Lefton defied the
chorus and all people that
stood in her way.
Additional performers that
did a good job in the opera
were James Hopkins as KoKo, Mikel Dean as PishTush, Leslie Goldring as
Pitti-Song
and
Susan
Mukuno as Peep-Bo.
Costumes of colorful
kimonos, tall pointed black
hats ans assorted umbrellas
were provided by the
"Lamplighters", a company
of San Francisco actors.
Curry
and
Lynn
McConahey shared double
paino duties and provided

the operetta’s
background.
lighting

musical

em harassing

The stage lighting was
very effective as Yum-Yum
sang "The Moon and I."
Staring toward the heavens,
she glowed with a bluish
ight that resembled actual

moonlight. The only mistake
the lighting technician,
Edward Medeiros, made
was his flashing of the stage
lighting at the end of act one
and the finale. This action
caught everyone in the cast
off guard and proved to be
embarrassing toward the
end of the opera.

ONLY WINTER AND SPRING
BAY AREA APPEARANCE"

GHEEGH aRit
GHONG SHOW
FRIDAY
JANUARY 18
8:30 p.m.
Maples Pavilion
Stanford University

Tickets: S3.50 and S4.50
available at
Tresidder Box Office, Stanfoicl, all Macy’s; Down
town Center Box Office, S.F.; Peninsula Box Office,
Los Altos; San Jose Box Office; ASUC Box Office,
Berkeley. Mail orders: 205 Tresidder Memorial
Union, Stanford, 94305.
ASSU Special Events Production (4151 321-2300 x4331

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 40c per
Pound Any amount Phone 293 2954

GUYS AND GALS! Join a college age
BALLET class at Eufracia School of
Ballet
Basic "technique" for
beginning dancers. Small classes individual attention.
Beverly
Eufrazia Grant, Dir. 211.1300.

WATERBEDS Grand opening special
complete king sire waterbed with
and
pedestal frame, heater
themostat Reg 5148 now only $118.
Discount prices on other Waterbeds
& Accessories. Downtown Water
beds, 416 W San Carlos, 287 2000

"ALOHA, KAMAAINA SENIORS!"
For free information on job op
portunies in Hawaii after graduation
write to
Karnaaina Career
Opportunity
Day,
Box 9668,
Honolulu, Hawaii 96820

WINEMAKING EQUIPMENT &
SUPPLIES Open eves & weekends
also complete selection of foreign &
domestic wines & beers BODEGA
OF SPAIN 1010 N 4th 295 7438

MORE WOMEN WANTED to balance
singles growth group. Fridays at
Sequoia Growth Center 288 8075.

NOAH’S ARK WATERBED COMStudent
Opening Sale
PANY
discounts, high quality, low prices 9
to 9. All new, guaranteed, custom
work 86 Keyes St. near 3rd 289 8451

Sensitivity,
SINGLES WORKSHOP
self other awareness growth group.
Fridays 8 pm, 13 12013 Martin Ave.
5.1. Call 288 8075 for reservations.
ALASKA is booming this year!
Approved handbook. "JOBS IN
ALASKA," covers all Occupations,
including pipeline. 1974 edition.
53.00. from JOBS IN ALASKA, Box
ISM. Anchorage 99510, a licensed
employment agency
COME TO THE SANDWICH NOOK
122 E. San Salvador 295 5402. Submarine sandwiches with everything.
Sprouts with ??? you name it "Staff
of Life" bread
FRIDAY
FLICKS
SCHEDULE
SPRING 1974
28
Fahrenheit 451
2 22
Pete M Tillie
3-1
Godfather
Poseidon Adventure
38
Frit, the Cat
3 15
3-22
Little Big Man
3 29
Sound of Music
4 19
High Plains Drifter
4 26
The Getaway
53
Sounder
10 Life& Times. Judge Roy Bean
5 17
Play It as II Lays
FRIDAY
FLICKS
Morris Dailey Aulidoriurn
Show times, 7 & 10 pm
First Flick is free
For more information, call
797 9661 during show only
THE IMMEDIATE (skier & non skier)
world is invited to attack, invade,
challenge. & conquer the slopes of
Squaw Valley SJSU 8th Annual
WINTER CARNIVAL (Jan. 27 thru
Feb 1, 70 migration to the snow
Students & friends. Call 2772731 for
info. Cheap thrills.

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO INSURANCE - TIRED OF
BEING RIPPED OFF? Call CSIS.
originators of
Student
Auto
Insurance, who have been writing it
in their 9 Calif offices for over 6
years No student refused Call 289
8681 or stop by 404 5 3rd St , second
floor (3rd & San Salvador)
STUDENT CAR INSURANCE with
Farmers ins Group 25 per cent
discount for 3 0 GPA low non smoker
rates also Days 948 0223, Eve 241
8873
ALPI4ABERLINA ’71. 25,000 miles
Very clean MERCURY COMET ’72.
A T.PS,AC Low miles Call 249
1792
’59 FORD 8 cyl. R H Good Iran
sportation car 550. firm Please call
after 6 pm 3032919
1957 TB1RD, both tops new New
motor, write Macray HirsChi 10269
Phlox St Sandy, Utah 81070

TOOLS .. ALL NEW! Skill saw, wood
lathe 16in swing) $2250 Wood lathe
112in. swlng I S49 1 horse power G E.
Motor 135. new Brooks, BO E. San
Fernando St 792 0409
POSTERS St 50
BLACKLIGHT
BLACKLIGHT BULB AND FIX
TURES COMPLETE 4 FOOT 52315
7 FOOT $1890 AND 10 INCHES
511.99 STROBE LIGHTS S19.99, GAS
GLO BULBS 53.50, PATCHES 750 &
GOODS
&
UP,
LEATHER
INCENSE
25
BINOCULARS
STICKS 79c PIPES 51.00 & UP.
INDIA BEDSPREADS 55.95 AND
UP, T SHIRTS 52.00 EACH, IRON
ON TRANSFER VARIETY 75c
EACH BROOKS, 80 E. San For
nando 1 81k from SJSU Phone 292
0409
CUSTOM TAPING FROM YOUR
RECORDS. 4 track, 8 track, reel to
reel Same day service whenever
Possible The Arkade, 148 5 1st,
downtown S.J
VITAMINS
COSMETICS,
photofinishing & lots of strange
things At Bill’s College Pharmacy
MOST MAJOR BRANDS of quality
stereo components available Of
dealer cost plus 10 per cent.
Additional discounts available on
guaranteed used equipment periodic
specials below dealer cost 252-3020
after 5 Pm
BARGAINS Old pottery old jewelry
pict
frames books f urn appl
clocks clothes tools radios records
trunks etc. Thousands of items to
choose from. THE LOST FLEA
MARKET open Wed thru Sun
FREE park & admission 1940 S 15t
FOR SALE
LIKE NEW MOTOR
SCOOTER, 5 horsepower, 5200
Great transportation buy! 272 0295
DUE TO DEPARTURE foreign
student sells Honda 50cc, geed
condition, S125. Call 293 7970
Git/S011 SG II electric
MUST SELL
guitar, like new. $225 also Fender
Twin Reverb amp good cond 5300
Call Rick at 707 7397

MOODY BLUES TICKETS, I pair.
women only, can 197 3000 cot 1782

HELP WANTED
MEN & WOMEN DRIVERS for ice
cream. candy. soft drink route
Arrange a work schedule corn
Patable with class schedule 30 to 50
Per cent Comm Tropical Ice Cream
Co 330 Race St 2074228

ACTIVITIES!

APPLY AT A.S. OFFICE

sindein

By Terry Brinkerhoff
The sneering baritone
grunts of Pooh -Bah, a
lelightful obese character,
played by Hobert Waterbury, and the light-footed
dancing of Phillip Olds
sparked last Saturday
SJSU
Opera
night’s
Workshop’s presentation of
the "Mikado."
A famous musical comedy
almost 100 years old, the
"Mikado" is based on a love
affair between the son of the
Mikado of Japan and a fair
maiden named Yum-Yum.
The classic was directed
by Dr. Edward C. Dunning,
SJSU music professor. His
leadership aided the large
cast, of more than actorsingers, in their fanciful
dialogue and quick paced
medlodies.
waddled,
Waterbury
wavered and weaved all over
the stage as a corrupt
politician who was called
"The Lord High Everything
Else." His humorous onerulers added a special touch
to the Gilbert and Sullivan
light opera.
Floh-Bah would support
any actor’s fantasy, if the
He
price
was
right.
described his corrupt powers
as, the town official in the
following terms. "I could
propose a special vote that
would cover all expenses if it
were not that as Leader of
the Opposition, it would be
my duty to resist tooth and

FOR SALE
Special
YIN YANG WATERBEDS
student discount with purchase of 2
or more waterbeds 2331 5 7th St
998 5660. 3265 Stevens Creek Blvd
Campbell Ave ,
998 3000 24 E
Campbell 378 1040
PISCEAN & CO. hassorneof the nicest
stores for your complete waterbed
needs FACTORY DIRECT to you,
complete heated king sire bed as low
as 1103 Four locations 1 331 N 1st
7117 7030 3 1528 W San Carlos 394
1455 3 Cupertino K Mart Cntr 1001
Sara Sunnyvale Rd 9961113 4
Oakridge Mall on Blossom Hill Rd
225 8211

MASSEUSES WANTED, work your
own hours, full or part time, we will
train Tropical Health Salon, 40919
Fremont Blvd. 657 7261
ST PATRICK’S SCHOOL needs tutors
for new math program Daily 8 30 10
ern, pick your day, contact 294 5761
or 7920319

RESIDENCE PROGRAM COUN.
SELOR We are looking for a single
man with an interest in working with
people and in learning counseling &
residence managing skills to fill a
counselor position in our residence
training program. The Hope
Residence Program provides in
dependent loving skills development
training in a residential setting for 6
young mildly retarded men. The
Residence Counselors provide the
primary client counseling & training
& are responsible for managing the
residence home The shifts are 24
hrS day & alternate 7 days on off
Some limited time off for classes
is possible.
during on shift I
nge benefits.
Salary is 1150. mt
Contact David Reid at HOPE. 195
1065.

HOUSING
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB Co
ed All facilities for students 79 50
511 to 109.50 single 202S 11th Phone
293 7324
ROOMS ACROSS THE CAMPUS.
Boys 444 5 6th St & 99 $ 9th from
560 shared or 579 put. Girls 182 S.
10th from S65 mo. Utilities fad
Elegant rooms newly decorated.
apply after 4 pm or call 2958014
Well
SAN FERNANDO HOUSE
located for serious students Maid &
linen ser v Color TV Kitchen.
parking 69 50 to 89 50 237 E San
Fernando 293 6345
TOWNHOUSES, 2 Bdrm 5155. mo
New carpet, swimming pool, air
cond free parking & private
balcony. Perfect choice 51 5 19th
Mgr Apt 3 Call Cliff 295 3962
MEN Large, cheerful rooms, wall to
wall carpet, furnace heat & outside
entrance 406 5 11th St
LARGE 1 A 2 Bdrm Apt. 5125. & 5155
block from State Quiet complex.
W W carpets, built in electric kit
chem. pool Married couples only. Ph
7840944 466 5 5th No. 1
GARDEN STUDIOS: $109 & 119 Four
pools Laundry, off street parking
1319 Sunny Ct Wait, Bike. Drive or
Bus to SJSU 297 1100
1 BEDROOM IN H OUSE, 8I00 me
kitchen priv ’color to, Call Ann 923
5873
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED or
unfurnished 5125 per month
Excellent location Walking distance
to campus 140 North nth St Call for
241 3650.
an appointment
1,2 & 3 BEDROOM UNFURNISHED
APTS. 1 bdrm 5124 2 bdrm S143 3
bdrm S175 Completely rebuilt, new
shag, pool, bike pound Down Taylor
ISO N 23d
to 23rd. Call 275 9598
ROOMMATE WANTED: Mellow,
outgoing person to share clean.
spacious 3 bdrm, 2 bath house near
campus with 2 others Glen at 297
944 or 923 $199 54330 month
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED!
Spring semester, comfortable house
close to campus Call 794 2909
MODERN APTS. 460 5 4th St 5203
110 2sdrm 2 bath, 1 bdrm S130 13$,
also steeping rrns at VS Private
balconies, off St parking Tel 275
6669 or 293 5974
TWO, TWO BEDROOM APTS. for
rent Yearly and monthly rates 350
S 10th sr
5128. Newly
YEAR ROUND
renovated 2 bdrm aPtS Small
children, pets ok I min drive from
SJSU 748 Forestdale Ave no 1 794
5840 or 7968031
PRIV. ROOMS wan kitchen, for
serious upper level, straight male
students, or 4 bdrm duplex for 4 or 5
studnets 1 blk SJSU, next to
Lucky’s. bus Avail 2 1 71 2974079

Spartan

SHARE LUX. HOUSE with pool, fr
plc . lam rm., liv rm.. with 2 other
students 21 19 274 7318 5100 mo
util Refs
ROOMING HOUSE: Up to 11 people
$430 mo. 125
14th St 265 3100.
GIRL roommate needed to share ’73
trailer w other girl Within bike
riding dist Serrous student only 5.411
mo util rncl 7910724.

ASTROLOGY, A complete chart is
constructed & interpreted Expert
work at a reasonable price 2866226
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST
Selectric 8673309 Eves
TYPING

2 BEDROOM ACTS for rent, 5170 pool
and parking. 576 S 5th St. Apt.2
NEWLY FURNISHED ROOMS in all
girls rooming house, one block from
campus Kitchen priv., washer &
dryer, refrigerator in each room.
Double S50 mo Single 575. mo. 297
4057 Mrs Rodger or 656 4336
SENSITIVE
MIDDLEAGED
GENTLEMEN with a voice defect is
looking for a lasting relationship
with an understanding female Free
rent offered in exchange for kind
ness and companionship. Call 298
2308 after $ PM
MALE ROOMMMATE WANTED
Spr semester to share 1 bdrm apt 1
blk from campus Call 998 1453
FREE COTTAGE FOR GIRL (single)
in exchange for
hr. ranch &
home work per day Car necessary
’,bath S mr to campus 14750
Clayton Rd 7001246
HOUSE FOR RENT 6 bedroom. 4
bath, 5130 month 125
14th St 265
3100
GIRLS - HOUSE FOR RENT. Two
blks from campus Walk to school
579 5 10th St Call 292 1587
DUPLEX with parking S80 & 560 for
summer Nice. 265 $ 11th, corner
San Carlos. 246 3023 or 739 5479,
LARGE 8 bdrm house, fireplace. loft
attic and 2 kitchens Corner of 17th
and San Carlos 3 blks to SJSU
$425 mo 374 2440 no 130, 793 5196
after 6 pm
NEAT 3 BDRM CPTS, DRPS, AEK.
Water pci Adults only S140 1167
6th St The Marian Rose Apts
NEED A JOINT! Largest selection
means best prices Apts, houses, see
RENTEX today 286 6511 8 am to 9
pm 7days a week 494W San Carlos
WALK TO STATE from this carpeted 3
Isclrm, with family room, basement,
fenced yd for children and pets.
singles welcome Only S180 (54 211
RENTEX small tee 2066511
STUDENT SPECIAL!!! Children
pets, singles Welcome in this car
peted 10 mum mansion 2 fireplaces,
1 kitchens, all appliances, basement,
fenced yd. garage Act now Only
5550 1102! RENTEX small tee 286
6511
2 BLOCKS TO STTE, large Victorian
studio Carpeted, all appliances, vii
for children Only $120 155 21
RENTEX small fee 286 6$11
LG 3 BDRM HOUSE. old, 5170. 659 S
Stn. see Don at 651 5 0th Avail Jan
,
15
SHARE 4 BDRM HOUSE, own corm
(small) 512 SO mo 651 S 8th Call
130n 292 5376 Ave.! 3174
AVAILABLE FEB. 1 an. only. 165
a month Own bdrm, utilities paid
Must be straight Phone 779 9125
FURN. APT. two !Arm. .2 blk from
SJSU Rent cut 5140 . 4 closets
On, 449 So 10th St 92 30 PM

LOST & FOUND
REWARD, Lost rtng of keys at DMH
Urgently needed Call 315 1677

Daily

Advertising

SERVICES

I B M

IBM. Near campus 267 /355

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Reports
Dissertations
Master’s
137 Escobar
Marianne Tamberg
Ave Telephone 356 4248 Los Gatos
WRITING& RESEARCH assistance
typing, editing. call 7273993.
TYPIST -FAST. ACCURATE. Can
edit Master’s etc Near SJCC Mrs
Asianian 298 4104
ACCURATE,
TYPING,
FAST.
ELECTRIC, CALL 377 5142 AFTER
12 00 o rn MARCIA REYNOLDS
B RIDAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quality wedding photography
for LOWEST Bay area rates $08
includes gold & white album 60
color prints of your choice full set of
BRIDE
KEEPS ALL
slides
Extra full color 8X
NEGATIVES
Staff of 20
10’s 51.25 each
photographers Make an appoint
ment see our samples then decide.
Open every evening until 10p.m. for
FREE Bridal Packet Call 257 3161
TYPING OF ALL KINDS Fast, ac
curate and dependable Mrs Alice
Emmerich 2402661 Santa Clara
RESEARCH
AND
WRITING
TYPING.
ASSISTANCE
EDITING CALL 2213993
STEAM BATH 5200.WHIRLPOOL
55.00 TOGETHER 56.00. Phone 795
5402.
BABYSITTING by mature woman
my home. near SJSU. agest ’,to 1..
Yrs old S2$ per week 2956750
PISCEAN & CO. comes thru with
110 speed
complete bicycle
spec talists / parts. sales & service at
student prices, nearby Friendly
helpful service We carry Piscean,
Regina.
Bridgestone,
Ross,
Mossberg, Magneet 331 N 15t 287
7030
TYPING: Reasonable. experienced &
fast IBM Selectric with symbols
font for techinical typing No
editing Call 763 2739
STUDENT TYPING 65 cents per page
close to campus Phone 998 1669
RENT A TV OR STEREO, free
delivery, free service Call Esche’s
251 2598

TRANSPORTATION
EUROPE
ISRAEL
AFRICA
STUDENT FLIGHTS ALL YEAR
ROUND CONTACT ISCA. 11687
San Vicente Blvd Apt No a L A
Calif 90049 TEL 12131 8260469 or
17141 2015010
FLYING SOON? Well. -It pays to be
Your TWA
young with TWA
Campus
Representative
Bill
Crawford "25-7762 can help you
make your GETAWAY Float MP’,
cent off with TWA Youth passport &
take up to 24 months to pay with a
FREE GETAWAY CREDIT CARD
Call 225 7262 for information after
00 For reservations call 298 6600
Or your lOCal travel agent
EXPERIMENTS IN TRAVELING
E.ghth annual on regimented
student programs 8 wks Europe 8
student programs 8 voks Europe
Contact Barbara Nevins, Student
Services West Inc 14061 287(210

Classified
277-3175
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Frances Gulland child center
aids working parents, students
By Jim Kelly
Just a few blocks from
SJSU is a child care center
which isn’t concerned with
just nose-wiping.
The Frances Gotland
Children’s Center concerns
itself with being more than a
child care center that
babysits for the growing
number of parents who are
working or continuing their
education.
In a statement that
reflected the stature of the
personnel that work at the
center, Ted Virsts, the
director and SJSU master’s
candidate, stated that it was
rather embarrassing when
many of the people who work
for him at the center have
more letters behind their
names than he does.
Not counting the numerous
volunteers and parents who
assist in running the center,

named for Frances Gotland,
SJSU assistant professor of
Elementary Education out
of the five full time staff
members, two have master’s
degrees and three have
teaching credentials.
The center, which is now in
its second year of operation,
primarily caters to the
children of SJSU students
and last year received
$17,500 of their annual $63,500
operating budget from the
A.S.
Aside from the A.S. funding, the children’s center
also receives funding from
parent fees, Social Security,
county revenue sharing and
a percentage of the profits
from the SJSU Fantasy
Faire.
The facility will have more
openings for children next
semester, Director Virts
said. He also explained the

fees charged to parents vary
according to the parent’s
ability to pay.
Welfare recipients, for
example, are not required to
pay for the service while
those with limited incomes
are requested to contribute
35 cents per hour for the
child’s care. Those in higher
income brackets contribute
the $1.05 an hour that it costs
the center to operate for
each child.
The center, which was
originally started by SJSU
students and is located on the
grounds of the St. Paul’s
Methodist Chruch at 10th and
streets,
Salvador
San
presently relies on the
services of eight work study
aides and parents to meet
the adult-child supervision
regulation which the state
requires in child care centers.

Director Virts stated that
by getting parents involved,
the parent begins to realize
what’s going on in their
child’s life while working
with the children.
Any ch ild coming into the
center on an average day at
9:30 a.m. has the choice of
running around and playing
outside or working in the art
room where there are
usually one to three creative
projects in progress. The
child can also manipulate
things in the block and play
house room, which combines
those two traditional adult
identification roles in the
same room.
By relying upon parents
volunteering to work three
hours a week at the center,
the center is able to expose
children to certain projects
that take additional adults
for supervision. A seed

Oil companies raise price

Local gas stations operating at loss
By Joe Fisher
to
Daryl
According
Swagerty, president of the
National Service Station
Dealer’s Association
NSSDA ), Santa Clara
County chapter, local gas
stations are operating at 18
per cent gross profit, which
he says is not high enough for
an individual dealer to
remain in business.
"We need a 25 per cent
gross profit if we’re to pay
our bills, feed our families,
and still make money" he
said.
He added that profits have
been as low as 16 per cent
because the oil companies
have been allowed wholesale
price increases without a
"pass-on" to the dealers.
Sam Emery, owner of a
Shell station at Willow and
Lincoln avenues, agreed,
saying he paid $900 more for
a truckload of gas compared
to last June and lost "$1800
off the top."
"I couldn’t compensate for
the oil company’s raise in
prices. Our hands are tied,"
Emery said.
He explained that the
added problem of decreased
allocations is also forcing
dealers out of business.
According to Emery, five

months ago dealers were
able to charge anything they
wanted.
"If people didn’t want to
pay our price they’d go
elsewhere. Dealers were
forced to lower prices to get
customers back, the old
supply and demand law," he
added.
Swaggerty said the wholesale prices have increased as
much as 6.4 cents per gallon
while dealers have been
allowed just one cent. He
doesn’t see the justification
for that much of a wholesale
increase and sides with
California Sens. Tunney and
Cranston who are now
"casting aspersions as to its
validity."
He says the government
doesn’t give explanations but
that dealers are now putting
pressure on Washington and
demanding close scrutiny of
oil company allocation and
pricing policies.
"The government
is
listening to us finally,
especially since George
Burleson has been added to
the Federal Energy Commission," said Swagerty.
Burleson is a gas dealer
himself, and according to
Swagerty
understands
dealer problems.

Swagerty said the main
thing for the public to know
is that price increases are
not the dealer’s fault but the
result of the free rein given

oil companies by the federal
government.
And Emery said, "It’s the
same old thing big money
talks."

Receptions
for graduates

1

Joey Gaytan uses phone at center
planting project that introduces the two-and-onehald to five -year -olds to
fundamental aspects of plant
life, is just one such project.
Aware of the various needs
of the different ages of the
children, the center uses four
different nap groups for
children who require them,
although naps are not

Even though the center is
presently
handling
67
children on a regular basis,
director Virsts stated that
the center will be able to
handle 15 more children
during the spring semester.
SJSU parents interested in
using the facility next
semester can explore more
about the children’s center
weekdays at 405 S. 10th St.

required of all the children.

Michael Robinsin

Winter graduates of two
SJSU schools will be honored
at receptions Friday, Jan.
25.
The School of Engineering
will present its graduates
with honorary certificates at
a 5 p.m. ceremony in the S.U.
Loma Prieta Ballroom.
President John H. Bunzel
will address engineering
students and their families.
The School of Business
will hold a reception for its
students from 2 p.m. to 4
p.m. in the Business Faculty
Lounge. The event is open to
business graduates and their
families.
The remaining six SJSU
schools have no activities
planned.
All graduates completing
degree requirements during
the academic year are
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Hatch,
SJSU
Boss,
Morton
photography professor, will
conduct a field study
photography course through
the Mother Lode country
spring
for
scheduled
vacation.
For the first time, a twoweek field studies program
is planned for Hawaii during
the summer. Other field
studies courses include
Death Valley National
Monument, Sequoia National
Park, Sierra Gold Country
and Santa Cruz. No previous
experience or prerequisites
are required.
For Extension or Field
Studies information, call 2772211 between 8 a.m. and 5
p.m.

THE TOWER SALOON
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Jose of bygone ciciys,
CcIrs. electric towers
mid Keystone Kops.
Live Entertainment
Every Thursday and Friday
Now open Saturday
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and enjoyable

SEMESTER
BREAK
tickets for
upcoming events
available at
1.4.%1

JOSE

BOX OFFICE
912 Town &
Country Village
San Jose
246.1160
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GRADUATING?
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CSIS/CAMPUS
INSURANCE
SERVICE
404 S Third

St.

289-8681

Spartan Bookstore
IS

Proud to announce
We will pay

of new price for

USED BOOKS
To Be Used Next Semester
Jan 14th through Jan 25th
All other books at Best prices
offered by Wholesalers.
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Have a relaxing
*

IF YOU TOO ARE RATIONING?
FOR ME LOWEST INSURANCE RATES
ON YOUR CAR OR MOTORCYCLE,
COME SEE US.
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Stadium.

AUTO INSURANCE

Extension listing
made available
More than 150 courses,
scheduled for the spring
semester, are listed in the
Extension Services Bulletin
which are available in JC
214.
An Opera Symposium,
three educational television
courses, a course in nature
photography and field
studies are special features
for next semester.
The Opera Symposium,
scheduled for March 29-April
2, will present two operas,
"What Price Confidence"
and "The Barber of Seville."
Educational television
courses include "Human
Relations
and
School
Discipline" and "Understanding Art" taught by
SJSU art professor David

elibible to participate in
annual commencement
exercises June 7 in Spartan
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